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Our vision
Imagine a nation that’s alive with 
physical activity, where people are 
connected to each other and the 
places they live through sport and 
movement. 

A country where people can thrive 
and live happier, healthier, and more 
fulfilled lives.



17.6m people are not getting the 
benefits of being regularly active

Active Lives Adult, Nov20 - Nov21

Capability, opportunity and 
motivation to be active combine to 
drive our behaviour. The absence of 
just one, can lead to someone 
becoming inactive. 

Levels of activity



The consumer journey isn't great



We didn't start with open data



“
We learnt a lot from Spogo 

Sustainability was challenging

Poor data quality

A one-size fits all approach was 
too simplistic



We needed a new approach…

Learnings Early Adopters



Using opportunity 
data to get people 
moving more



Data Standards
& Tools Evidence & Learnings 

The Community

OpenActive is…



An activity finder

A magic bulletAn app

OpenActive isn’t…



The types of data OpenActive handles
Example data types

Example data properties



Open Data
Modelling Opportunity Data 2.0

Find

Open Booking
Open Booking API 1.0

Book

The infrastructure OpenActive supports

OA Activity List | OA Normaliser | OA Visualiser | OA Test Suites | Routes Specification



A range of organisations publishing data



Alongside orgs and brands who use the data 



With governance that drives the change

OA Steering Committee

OA Adoption & Engagement Forum OA Technical Working Group

Programmes, funding, and 
engagement Technical infrastructure

Growth Projects Engagement Standards      
and tooling

Implementation 
support

Creates 
conditions for:

Creates 
conditions for:

InformsInforms

DrivesDrives



Today we stand at…

69

419,415

1,216

Data Publishers

Sessions openly published 
every month

Locations covered by 
open data sessions

OpenActive KPIs, October 2020



And our journey to get there looked like this…



We’ve been on this journey since 2016…

Understand 
open data

Make the 
data usable

Get the data 
open

Increased 
use of data

Demonstrate 
the value

Make the 
change 

sustainable



Value we’re creating

10-25% estimated increase in 
participation per opportunity through 
publishing open data 

Frontier Economics Report, 2019

11,500 additional customers at 

Everyone Active, 95% of whom 
had never been members before

Case study: The value of sharing data for
improving market reach, April 2020



Learnings about the ecosystem

Data standards on their own 
can’t guarantee “quality”

Our sector is very fragmented, 
which makes change hard

A broader range of use cases is 
critical to long term sustainability



Broader sector learnings
Our sector has improved over the past 4 years…

…but under-investment in digital skills is systemic

The case for quality data is stronger than ever…

…but the ‘how’ remains a critical challenge

Innovation and digital are seen as opportunities...

…but change rarely reaches new audiences



Where we are going next

Stronger governance mechanisms 
which ensure independence 

More diverse funding sources to 
support sustainability

Encouraging re-use of the data 
infrastructure to solve a range of priorities



Thank you


